Residential Energy Supply Handbook
(Updated September 2021)

SUSTAINABLE SETTLEMENTS PTY LTD
T: (08) 9757 6688
E: info@ecovillage.net.au
W: ecovillage.net.au

Acknowledgement of Country

The Witchcliffe Ecovillage is located within the traditional lands of the
Wadandi people.
We acknowledge the Wadandi people as the Traditional Custodians of
the land, we respect their continuing connection to land, spirit and
community, and we honour their unique cultural and spiritual relationship
to the land.
We pay our respects to their ancestors and Elders past, present and
emerging.
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Introduction
The Ecovillage
The Witchcliffe Ecovillage is a unique sustainable housing development in Western Australia which aims to
be 100% self-sufficient in renewable energy, water and organic fresh food produce in a community setting.
This guideline provides advice and sets out requirements to ensure that all new dwellings in the Ecovillage
are reliably provided with 100% supply of renewable energy generated by rooftop solar panels.
(Please note: All information is correct at time of publication but may be subject to change.)

Renewable Energy in the Witchcliffe Ecovillage
Overview
Renewable energy generated by PVs is by far the most sustainable source of energy for all appliances within
your Ecovillage home. The infrastructure required for a village scale wind power, geothermal, biogas or other
energy plant is not a viable or practical option for us in Witchcliffe. While many people will be accustomed
to using gas for cooking and heating, it is a fossil fuel and its extraction and consumption contribute to carbon
emissions. As the only household gas available in the Margaret River area is bottled LPG, it is also an
expensive and inconvenient form of energy for everyday heating and cooking. Likewise, using a conventional
wood fuelled heater is a very inefficient way to heat your home or hot water and produces greenhouse gases
and particulate pollution.
The Ecovillage is therefore designed to be self-sufficient in renewable energy to all households through
energy generated during the day by roof top solar PVs on every roof and stored for night-time use in
centralised storage batteries. A Western Power connection is provided to each cluster to enable export of
excess renewable power back to the grid, and provide supply of renewable energy during the construction
phase. The total renewable energy produced within the Ecovillage over a whole year has been designed
(using 30 year worst case cloud cover weather data) to be significantly greater than the total energy that
residents consume. The total generation of power by the Ecovillage when all homes are built will be around
3MW, and should produce around 4.8MWh P.A. – the equivalent of a small solar farm!
Each strata cluster company will own a private microgrid and shared battery bank located in strata common
property and have a large single low voltage (LV) connection to the Western Power high voltage (HV) grid.
The microgrid will connect all homes within the strata cluster to each other, to the central battery, the cluster’s
Electric Vehicle (EV) charger, and to Western Power, to enable each household to export their excess
renewable energy for sale to other households, the EV charger, or the Western Power grid. The 300A
connection will allow for a very large amount of solar power generation and export within each cluster. The
Western Power grid connection will also provide power for lots during the construction of homes. Whilst
residents will be able to charge their future electric vehicles at home, each cluster microgrid network will also
include a 75kW EV electrical vehicle charging station on common land to potentially provide significant
income to the strata company’s from the sale of excess renewable energy as we see EV ownership expand
in years to come.
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Household Power
Solar Panels
All houses are required to install a minimum 6.0 kW solar PV array and a minimum 5kW inverter to provide
greater than net neutral energy generation.
PVs and inverters will be purchased by homeowners, who will then be eligible for rebates under the Smallscale Renewable Energy Scheme.
For more information on the Small-scale Renewable Energy Scheme, please see
http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/RET/About-the-Renewable-Energy-Target/How-the-schemeworks/Small-scale- Renewable-Energy-Scheme .
High quality PVs will be made available for residents to purchase at bulk buy discounted prices through the
Ecovillage preferred electrical contractor. In Stages 1 to 3, the solar panel supplier will be the German
company, Solarwatt. After many years of research, we have chosen Solarwatt because they manufacture a
very efficient, high quality panel, with the best warranty available in the world at present. The Ecovillage
team have been able to negotiate a fantastic direct purchase agreement with Solarwatt for their Vision 60M
320W panels at approximately 70c/watt, (including GST and delivery), however, lot owners are under no
obligation to purchase solar panels via this arrangement and can supply their own panels.
Solarwatt’s glass on glass modules are long-lasting, extremely robust, light weight and easy to install. They
are different from standard solar panel products because they feature:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lightweight 2mm thick glass panes
Maximum yield reliability
Maximum mechanical strength
100% protection against PID (potential induced degradation)
Maximum fire resistance
30 year product guarantee
30 year linear performance guarantee.

For more information on the Solarwatt panels , please visit
https://www.solarwatt.com.au/solar-panels/
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Inverters and Smart Meters
The inverters we are recommending for Stages 1 to 3 are the Fronius:
• 3 phase 5.0kW for Groupie lots;
• 3 phase 8.2kW for Cottage lots, and
• 3 phase 10.0, 12.5 or 15kW inverters for family lots.
We are currently trialling a Fronius 3 phase 5.0kW inverter with a 6.4 kW Solarwatt PV array at the Ecovillage
office in Witchcliffe and have been very satisfied with the inverter’s performance and its very usable real-time
interface, which is available as an app on smartphones and computer.
Figure 1.Fronius Symo inverter installed at the Witchcliffe Ecovillage office, 2020.

Provisional Household PV System Costs
The estimated (2021) cost for a standard 5kW household system in the Ecovillage including panels,
inverter, smart meter and installation is $9,500. After receiving the government’s STC rebate of $3,256*,
the total cost to the household would be $6,244 including GST.
* Small-scale Technology Certificates are renewable energy certificates, created and surrendered in
Australia via the REC Registry https://www.rec-registry.gov.au/rec-registry/app/home. STC prices are
subject to change.
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Phases
To maintain peak performance and efficiency of the overall cluster energy system, individual solar PV systems
will need to be installed and connected evenly across the cluster microgrid and careful consideration has
been given to the servicing of each home and its permissible solar PV. Each home will have a three-phase
power connection, and the distribution of the systems over the network is critical to create a balanced
network. The size and type of solar PV system that is connected to each home will depend on the lot type
that has been purchased.
The electrical design for the microgrid will contain details on the requirements of the connected systems for
each lot. This will be provided to the builder of the homes when they undertake the electrical wiring. This
will optimise the power usage from the solar PV for the homeowner, the localised micro-grid and then the
overall network.

Roof Area and Orientation
The minimum roof area required for 6.4kW solar panels is approximately 40m2. To achieve this, you may
locate your panels on the main roof, carports, sheds, verandahs/patios and other structures, however, having
banks of panels located closer to your inverter will reduce installation costs.
The orientation and angle of your roof panels will affect their efficiency, with the optimal angle/orientation in
Witchcliffe being to face North at 30-32°. The following table will give you guidance on the impact of different
angles and orientations on the efficiency of your panels. Mike to add detail here

Table 3. Solar Panel Efficiency by Orientation and Plane Inclination
Solar Panel Efficiency (%)
Direction (plane
azimuth)

Solar Panel Plane Inclination (degrees)
12°
22°
32°

42°

52°

North (0°)

94%

98%

100%

99%

95%

East (90°)

88%

87%

84%

81%

77%

South (180°)

82%

74%

65%

55%

46%

West (270°)

88%

87%

85%

81%

77%

NB: Table is based on Clean Energy Council GC Design Guidelines figures for Perth latitude (30°), adjusted to
winter sun at 32° for Witchcliffe location. This is general information only to guide your panel placement
choices.
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Energy Efficient Appliances
Even though you will be producing all of your energy from the sun, it is still important to minimise your
household’s energy consumption—to maximise carbon emission reduction and increase the amount of
renewable energy going back into the Wester Power grid (which in the Margaret River area is mostly supplied
from coal fired power generation), and electric vehicles. Heating and cooling, refrigeration, household
appliances and water heating together account for over 60% of your home’s embodied and operational
carbon footprint.
You should install energy efficient fixtures (hot water systems, air conditioners, stoves and ovens, etc.)
throughout your home and choose the most energy efficient free-standing appliances (fridges, washers,
televisions, etc.) wherever possible, and upgrade to the most efficient available whenever an appliance
needs replacing. The Energy.gov.au website provides helpful information regarding how interpret the
Australian energy star rating system for household fixtures and appliances
(https://www.energy.gov.au/households/energy-rating.)
The Ecovillage Design team can provide advice during your house design process regarding recommended
energy efficient appliances. This is particularly important with higher energy use items, such as hot water
systems, and we have negotiated a great deal on one of the top performing, Japanese made hot water heat
pump systems (which uses just 2.1kWh/day to heat 315L).

Electric Vehicle Charging
We strongly believe that EVs are the low carbon, household scale transport solution of the future, particularly
in regional areas like South West WA, with low population densities and limited public transport options. In
addition, they are much cheaper to run than petrol or diesel fueled cars, particularly when using your PVs to
charge the vehicle each day. The average annual cost saving estimate of driving an EV in Australia is about
$2 400 per annum, in running and servicing costs. For more information on EVs, visit the Electric Vehicle
Council’s website: https://electricvehiclecouncil.com.au.
Residents will be able to slow charge their electric vehicles (EVs) in their own garages directly from their
panels during the day and from their battery allocation, or green power from the grid, at night. The Building
Design Guidelines require that households provide at least one undercover AC power point within easy reach
of a car parking space. Residents with electric vehicles may wish to add additional panels/battery storage
capacity if they expect to frequently charge their cars overnight. For unexpected trips or for when time is
short, each strata cluster provides a 75kW fast charger in their community garden utility/parking area. This
service will also be available to tourists and visitors and will be a source of potential income for the strata
companies.
(Image courtesy of Nissan
http://www.nissan.com.au.)
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Strata Power
Microgrid
The privately-owned strata microgrid is located underground and runs inside the common property at the
lots’ rear garden interfaces, not along the verge. It is designed and installed to Australian Electrical
Standards and satisfies Western Power Technical requirements for embedded generation. It requires no
ongoing maintenance or attention from the strata company, just an annual safety check.
All microgrid cabling within the Ecovillage will be registered with the Dial Before You Dig website
https://www.1100.com.au.

Western Power grid connection
The microgrid for each cluster is connected to the Western Power low voltage cabling at a single point
located at the interface of the strata’s Common Property and the public road reserve. A typical green Western
Power dome or cabinet sits above ground at this point and provides access for Western Power service and
maintenance.
The average household in a standard green title subdivision in WA pays approximately $1.05 per day in
service charges to Synergy. As each strata has a single point connection to the Western Power grid and is
considered “contestable,” we have been able to negotiate with alternative energy retailers and service
providers.
Ecovillage residents will be provided with an advanced metering service which will provide for real time peer
to peer energy trading within each cluster, sale of excess energy to the grid and EV users, equitable nighttime battery allocation, potential for Western Power Distributed Energy Resources opportunities and supply
of 100% renewable energy from the grid when needed (e.g. during construction of houses). The combined
service charge for each Ecovillage household will be approximately 75.8 c per day.

Retail Energy Supply
The single point Western Power connection means that each cluster is large enough to be assessed as
“contestable,” which means that they do not have to use Synergy as their energy provider to sell or purchase
power to/from the Western Power grid. Unlike conventional green title lots, which are “non-contestable,”
the strata companies can negotiate with private licenced energy retailers to sell and purchase power at more
competitive prices should they wish to.
The Ecovillage Team have undertaken extensive research into the best options for the retail purchase and
sale of energy within the development. We have chosen CleanTech Energy to provide the renewable energy
supply during the construction phase and to provide energy retail services to each strata upon completion
of homes, however, there is no obligation for each strata to stay with CleanTech Energy, if they want to make
alternative arrangements with a different energy retailer in the future. CleanTech Energy is a licensed Perth
based energy retailer with a focus on renewable energy and cost-effective innovation in the WA energy
market. This partnership will allow the Witchcliffe Ecovillage strata companies to benefit from the use of
renewables during all phases of the development process at a very competitive rate, as well as to contribute
renewable energy to supply others within WA through the CleanTech Energy supply chain.
For more information regarding CleanTech Energy, please visit https://cleantechenergy.com.au/.
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CleanTech will facilitate the sale of excess energy from each cluster into the wholesale energy market in WA
for a fixed price of 3 c/kWh for the first two years, after which each strata can negotiate a further fixed price
rate or a commission structure fee based on the best price CleanTech can purchase/sell renewable energy
for on behalf of each strata company.

Shared Tesla Powerpack battery
To be self-sufficient in power, each home needs to be able to access stored renewable power at night when
the sun isn’t shining. Providing a shared large-scale battery in each cluster was a far more sustainable,
economical, and carbon reducing outcome for the Ecovillage than requiring every home to purchase their
own domestic scale battery. Each cluster’s battery will be a 232kWh Tesla Powerpack battery which will
enable each home to be self-sufficient in renewable energy through the night. The total Ecovillage battery
storage capacity will be more than 3MWh when all the homes are built. The costs of the battery and its
installation and connection is all included in the lot prices.
Sales of excess renewable energy, traded through the grid or via the stratas’ electric vehicle charging stations
will offset the cost of the annual maintenance of the battery, and Tesla have agreed to a significantly
discounted servicing rate for the Ecovillage clusters. If any cluster wishes to increase its battery storage in the
future (to enable more night-time EV charging, for example) the PowerPack has the ability to easily and
economically be supplemented with additional battery cells.
We chose the Tesla PowerPack as the strata scale battery due to its:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

proven history/volume in the market,
reliability,
industry best 15-year warranty,
competitive cost;
maintenance service;
freestanding design (no need for separate temperature-controlled building/shed); and
has the capacity to easily add storage in the future.

Every lot will access the shared battery for night-time power, with household kW hour allocations set out in
the strata bylaws. Each cluster’s allocation will vary slightly, due to differing lot numbers and types in each
cluster. For more information see https://www.tesla.com/en_AU/powerpack
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Electric Vehicle Chargers
Every cluster strata company will own a 75kW EV charger to enable fast charging of EVs and provide future
income to the stratas. These are located in each cluster’s utility and parking area and will be available for
Ecovillage residents, tourists and Margaret River locals who want to charge with renewable energy.
The chargers that we have chosen for the Stage 1 clusters are Tritium chargers, which we chose for their
design, innovation and sustainability. The Veefil-RT (currently being upgraded to 75kW with two charging
cables) is a high quality electric fast charger for public spaces. The Veefil-RT from Tritium is a reliable and
robust electric vehicle fast charger with an attractive design that is easy to own and operate. Its patented
liquid-cooling system ensures maximum product life with minimum maintenance. The small footprint and
lightweight design of the Veefil facilitates a wide choice of location options and easy installation. The
chargers will be coupled with a bankcard swipe system and each transaction will be deposited in the Strata’s
bank account. Over time, as EV use grows, this is expected to add considerable income to each strata
company, significantly offsetting strata fees. We have considerable short stay accommodation within the
Ecovillage which we believe will be popular with EV owning tourists who will be able to charge their vehicles
at competitive rates from 100% renewable energy.
The Veevil R-T features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liquid cooling
Slim, compact and stylish design
Economical installation costs
Increased reliability
Durable UV resistant exterior
Low maintenance
OCPP Integration
Australian company

Image courtesy of Tritium,
https://www.tritium.com.au/product/productitem?url=veefil-rt-50kwdc-fast-charger

Energy Production and Sales
The Ecovillage’s energy production system is unique, and is based on the best available technology, Western
Australian energy policies and the Ecovillage ownership structure (see Figure.2). Each separate strata
company within the Ecovillage owns and is responsible for managing its internal microgrid. The strata
microgrid allows residents within each cluster to generate 100% of their household power, store energy in a
large shared battery to provide night time power, trade power between households within the same cluster,
sell excess power to an energy retailer, and sell energy to electric vehicles via an EV charger located in each
cluster’s carpark area.
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Figure 2. Cluster Microgrid Energy Flow
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The strata companies’ responsibilities include:
•
•
•

receiving data from household’s NMI Smart meters;
receiving invoices and payments form the Energy retailer; and
invoicing/refunding each lot according to how much energy their household has generated and
consumed (this can be outsourced to an external service provider or managed through bespoke
energy trading software – we are currently negotiating the best option).

Please see the following pages for the microgrid features and energy budget for each cluster in Stage 1. We
have designed the energy systems in the Ecovillage based on current (2021) pricing data and using average
consumption figures for efficient houses (i.e., using lower consumption figures than the Australian average).
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Figure 3. Example Cluster 1A strata concept plan

Strata Cluster 1A Energy Features
This strata cluster features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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24 households
Energy efficient, passive solar homes with heat pump hot water systems using 2.1kWh/day
Min. 6kW PV panels per household
Min. 5kW inverters per household
300A - 215kW micro-grid connection to Western Power grid
Microgrid connecting each home to battery, EV charger and Western Power grid
232kWh Tesla Powerpack battery
Single point connection to WP grid for sale of energy
Energy trading via strata
75kW EV charger in Common Property parking area

A detailed analysis of the Cluster 1A energy budget is provided in Table 1. below.
Table 1. Cluster 1A Detailed Energy Analysis
Cluster 1A

Number
of Lots

Max PV

Groupies
Cottage
Family
Community
Shed
Total

5
9
10
1

6.0
10.9
13.3
6.0

25

Potential
inverter size
per lot (kW)
3 Phase 5kW
3 Phase 8.2kW
3 Phase 10kW
3 Phase 5kW

Total
inverter
(kW)
25
73.8
100
5
203.8

Battery kW
hour per lot

Total battery (kW
h)

5
9
12
6

25
81
120
6
232

Cluster 1A is estimated to collectively:
•
•
•

14

Produce ~ annual average of 1019kWh / day of renewable energy (based on the maximum
allowable installed PVs & inverters)
Use ~204 kWh / day (excluding EV charging); providing a potential
Cluster income (selling to energy retailer at 3.0c/kWh) 815kWh / day = $8, 925 p/a.

Strata Cluster 1B Energy Features
This strata cluster features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

21 households
Energy efficient, passive solar homes with heat pump hot water systems using 2.1kWh/day
Min. 6kW PV panels per household
Min. 5kW inverters per household
300A - 215kW micro-grid connection to high voltage Western Power grid
Microgrid connecting each home to battery, EV charger and Western Power grid
232kWh Tesla Powerpack battery
Single point connection to WP grid for sale of energy
Energy trading via strata
75kW EV charger in Common Property parking area

A detailed analysis of the Cluster 1B energy budget is provided in Table 2. below.
Table 2. Cluster 1B Detailed Energy Analysis.
Cluster 1B

Number
of Lots

Max PV

Groupies
Cottage
Family

5
7
9

6.6
13.3
16.6

Community
Shed
Total

1

6.6

22

Potential
inverter size
per lot (kW)
3 Phase 5kW
3 Phase 10kW
3 Phase
12.5kW
3 Phase 5kW

Total
inverter
(kW)
25
70
112.5

Battery kW
hour per lot

Total battery (kW
h)

6
9.5
13.5

25
66.5
121.5

5

14

6

212.5

232

This cluster is estimated to collectively:
•
•
•

15

Produce ~ 1062kWh / day of renewable energy (based on the maximum allowable installed PV &
Inverters)
Use ~212kWh / day (excluding EV charging); providing a potential
Cluster income (selling to energy retailer at 3.0c/kWh) 850kWh / day = $9,307 p/a.

Strata Cluster 1C Energy Features
This strata cluster features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

19 households
Energy efficient, passive solar homes with heat pump hot water systems using 2.1kWh/day
Min. 6kW PV panels per household
Min. 5kW inverters per household
300A - 215kW micro-grid connection to high voltage Western Power grid
Microgrid connecting each home to battery, EV charger and Western Power grid
232kWh Tesla Powerpack battery
Single point connection to WP grid for sale of energy
Energy trading via strata
75kW EV charger in Common Property parking area

A detailed analysis of the Cluster 1C energy budget is provided in Table 3. below.
Table 3. Cluster 1C Detailed Energy Analysis.
Cluster 1C

Number
of Lots

Max PV

Groupies
Cottage
Family
Community
Shed
Total

5
5
9
1

6.0
13.3
20
6.0

20

Potential
inverter size
per lot (kW)
3 Phase 5kW
3 Phase 10kW
3 Phase 15kW
3 Phase 5kW

Total
inverter
(kW)
25
50
135
5
215

Battery kW
hour per lot

Total battery (kW
h)

6
10
15
17

30
50
135
17
232

This cluster is estimated to collectively:
•
•
•

16

Produce ~ 1075kWh / day of renewable energy (based on the maximum allowable installed PV &
Inverters)
Use ~215kWh / day (excluding EV charging); providing a potential
Cluster income (selling back to retailer at 3.5c/kWh) 860kWh / day = $9,417 p/a.

Strata Cluster 2A Energy Features
This strata cluster features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

23 households
Energy efficient, passive solar homes with heat pump hot water systems using 2.1kWh/day
Min. 6kW PV panels per household
Min. 5kW inverters per household
300A - 215kW micro-grid connection to high voltage Western Power grid
Microgrid connecting each home to battery, EV charger and Western Power grid
232kWh Tesla Powerpack battery
Single point connection to WP grid for sale of energy
Energy trading via strata
75kW EV charger in Common Property parking area

A detailed analysis of the Cluster 2A energy budget is provided in Table 4. below.
Table 4. Cluster 2A Detailed Energy Analysis.
Cluster 2A

Number
of Lots

Max PV

Groupies
Cottage
Family
Community
Shed
Total

6
8
9
1

6.6
10.9
16.6
6.6

23

Potential
inverter size
per lot (kW)
3 Phase 5kW
3 Phase 8.2kW
3 Phase 12.5kW
3 Phase 5kW

Total
inverter
(kW)
30
65.6
112.5
5
213.1

Battery kW
hour per lot

Total battery (kW
h)

6
10
15
17

30
50
135
17
232

This cluster is estimated to collectively:
•
•
•

17

Produce ~ 1065kWh / day of renewable energy (based on the maximum allowable installed PV &
Inverters)
Use ~213kWh / day (excluding EV charging); providing a potential
Cluster income (selling back to retailer at 3.0c/kWh) 852kWh / day = $9,329 p/a.

Strata Cluster 2B Energy Features
This strata cluster features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

22 households
Energy efficient, passive solar homes with heat pump hot water systems using 2.1kWh/day
Min. 6kW PV panels per household
Min. 5kW inverters per household
300A - 215kW micro-grid connection to high voltage Western Power grid
Microgrid connecting each home to battery, EV charger and Western Power grid
232kWh Tesla Powerpack battery
Single point connection to WP grid for sale of energy
Energy trading via strata
75kW EV charger in Common Property parking area

A detailed analysis of the Cluster 2B energy budget is provided in Table 5. below.
Table 5. Cluster 2B Detailed Energy Analysis.
Cluster 2B

Number
of Lots

Max
PV

Groupies
Cottage
Family
Community
Shed
Total

5
9
8
1

6.6
10.9
16.6
6.6

Potential
inverter size
per lot (kW)
3 Phase 5kW
3 Phase 8.2kW
3 Phase 12.5kW
3 Phase 5kW

22

Total
inverter
(kW)
25
73.8
100
5
203.8

Battery kW
hour per lot

6
10
15
17

Total
battery
(kWh)
30
50
135
17
232

This cluster is estimated to collectively:
•
•
•

18

Produce ~ 1019kWh / day of renewable energy (based on the maximum allowable installed PV &
Inverters)
Use ~204kWh / day (excluding EV charging); providing a potential
Cluster income (selling back to retailer at 3.0c/kWh) 815kWh / day = $8,924 p/a.

Strata Cluster 3A Energy Features
This strata cluster features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

27 households
Energy efficient, passive solar homes with heat pump hot water systems using 2.1kWh/day
Min. 6kW PV panels per household
Min. 5kW inverters per household
300A - 215kW micro-grid connection to high voltage Western Power grid
Microgrid connecting each home to battery, EV charger and Western Power grid
232kWh Tesla Powerpack battery
Single point connection to WP grid for sale of energy
Energy trading via strata
75kW EV charger in Common Property parking area

A detailed analysis of the Cluster 3A energy budget is provided in Table 6. below.
Table 6. Cluster 3A Detailed Energy Analysis.
Cluster 3A

Number
of Lots

Max
PV

Groupies
Cottage
Family
Community
Shed
Total

5
8
14
1

6.6
10.9
10.9
6.6

Potential
inverter size
per lot (kW)
3 Phase 5kW
3 Phase 8.2kW
3 Phase 8.2kW
3 Phase 5kW

28

Total
inverter
(kW)
25
65.6
114.8
5
210.4

Battery kW
hour per lot

5
8
10
3

Total
battery
(kWh)
25
64
140
3
232

This cluster is estimated to collectively:
•
•
•

19

Produce ~ 1050kWh / day of renewable energy (based on the maximum allowable installed PV &
Inverters)
Use ~210kWh / day (excluding EV charging); providing a potential
Cluster income (selling back to retailer at 3.0c/kWh) 840kWh / day = $9,198 p/a.

Strata Cluster 3B Energy Features
This strata cluster features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

19 households
Energy efficient, passive solar homes with heat pump hot water systems using 2.1kWh/day
Min. 6kW PV panels per household
Min. 5kW inverters per household
300A - 215kW micro-grid connection to high voltage Western Power grid
Microgrid connecting each home to battery, EV charger and Western Power grid
232kWh Tesla Powerpack battery
Single point connection to WP grid for sale of energy
Energy trading via strata
75kW EV charger in Common Property parking area

A detailed analysis of the Cluster 3B energy budget is provided in Table 7. below.
Table 7. Cluster 3B Detailed Energy Analysis.
Cluster 2B

Number
of Lots

Max
PV

Groupies
Cottage
Family
Community
Shed
Total

5
5
9
1

6.6
13.3
20
6.6

Potential
inverter size
per lot (kW)
3 Phase 5kW
3 Phase 8.2kW
3 Phase 12.5kW
3 Phase 5kW

20

Total
inverter
(kW)
25
50
135
5
215

Battery kW
hour per lot

7
11
15
7

Total
battery
(kWh)
35
55
135
7
232

This cluster is estimated to collectively:
•
•
•
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Produce ~ 1075kWh / day of renewable energy (based on the maximum allowable installed PV &
Inverters)
Use ~215kWh / day (excluding EV charging); providing a potential
Cluster income (selling back to retailer at 3.0c/kWh) 860kWh / day = $9 417 p/a.
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Appendix 1 - Household Energy Disclosure Template
An accurate Household Energy Budget must be provided to the WEV Design Team during the building
application process, as well as to prospective purchasers if the house is sold in the future.

1. Property details
Lot number
Cluster number
Address

Lot
Cluster

2. Household details
Bedrooms / proposed occupants

3. Energy production
Solar PV brand
Total kW
Orientation and angle of panels
North
West
East
Inverter brand
kW capacity
Smart Meter brand

4. Electrical Fixtures
Hot water:
Air conditioner:
Underfloor heating:
Stove top:
Oven:
Lights:
Rainwater pump
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kW
kW @ ________°
kW @ ________°
kW @ ________°
kW @ ________°
kW

Brand / Type

Star rating / capacity /
specifications /energy use

